A homogenization result is given for a material with brittle periodic inclusions, under the requirement that the interpenetration of matter is forbidden. According to the ratio between the softness of the inclusions and the size of the microstucture, three different limit models are deduced via -convergence. In particular it is shown that in the limit the non-interpenetration constraint breaks the symmetry between states where the material is in extension and in compression.
Introduction
The subject of this paper is a homogenization result for a composite material given by a periodic fine mixture of an unbreakable material and a very brittle one. We consider the case in which the unbreakable material is arranged in a connected grid (reinforced fibers), while the brittle material forms a disconnected set of inclusions. An example of such a composite in the two-dimensional case is illustrated in Figure 1 . One of the most interesting points of our analysis is the requirement that a non-interpenetration constraint be satisfied between the lips of the microfractures.
More precisely, let R n , with n 2, be the region occupied by the composite material and let " > 0 be a small parameter representing the size of the periodic mixture. Let "Q be the periodicity cell, where Q WD .0; 1/ n . We denote by "I "Q the brittle inclusion in the periodicity cell "Q.
A displacement of will be a vector valued function u 2 SBD 0 . /, the space of special functions of bounded deformation satisfying homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on @ . An admissible displacement has to fulfill also the infinitesimal non-interpenetration condition OEu u 0 on the jump set J u , where OEu is the jump of u and u is the normal to the jump set (see e.g. [12] ). Physically, this constraint means that the two lips of a fracture cannot interpenetrate.
The energy associated to a given displacement u will be a Mumford-Shah-like functional F " consisting of a volume term, representing the elastic energy, and a surface term, penalizing the opening of a fracture in the material. More precisely
(1.1)
where g˛" W R n R n S n 1 ! OE0; C1 is a Q-periodic function in the first variable, defined for y 2 Q, z 2 R n , and 2 S n 1 by g˛".y; z; / WD´˛" if y 2 I and z 0; C1 otherwise; (1.2) microscopic cracks, when " goes to zero no macroscopic crack appears. This is due to the fact that in the periodicity cell "Q the brittle region "I is well separated from the boundary of "Q and this prevents small cracks from glueing together into a macroscopic fracture. We recall that the case of generalised anti-planar shear has been treated in [21] . Also in that case the -limit exhibited, in the three regimes illustrated above, a gain in regularity for the relevant displacements. The case of brittle inclusions "I "Q with vanishing distance ı " from the boundary of "Q and˛" D 1 has been treated in the recent papers [5] and [17] .
In this paper we derive three different models corresponding to the limit˛" " being zero (subcritical case), finite (critical case) or C1 (supercritical case).
In the subcritical case,˛" ", the limit functional is given, for u 2 H 1 0 . I R n /, by
(1.
3)
The limit energy density f 0 is defined for 2 M n n by the cell formula
CE. x C w/ W E. x C w/dx W w 2 SBD # .Q/; J w I;
OEw w 0 a.e. on J w ± ;
(1. 4) where SBD # .Q/ SBD.Q/ denotes the functions with periodic boundary conditions on @Q. We notice that f 0 is anisotropic, even assuming that C is isotropic (see Remark 5.5 ). An interesting result is that, due the non-interpenetration constraint, f 0 fails to be a quadratic form. Indeed, taking C to be C D 2 I C Id˝Id;
where ; > 0, .I/ ij kl D ı ik ı jl , and .Id˝Id/ ij kl D ı ij ı kl , it turns out that f 0 .Id/ ¤ f 0 . Id/ (see Lemma 5.3) . On the contrary, when the non-interpenetration constraint in not imposed, one can prove in a similar way to [21] that the limit density is O f 0 . / WD inf°Z Q CE. x C w/ W E. x C w/dx W w 2 SBD # .Q/; J w I ± ;
(1. 5) which is a quadratic form for every choice of the tensor C. An interpretation of the fact that f 0 .Id/ ¤ f 0 . Id/ is the following. For D Id the body is subject to a boundary displacement of pure extension in all directions. In this case, the solutions of (1.4) have discontinuities, since the non-interpenetration constraint is compatible with the boundary conditions and it is energetically convenient to have a nonempty jump set. On the contrary, when D Id, i.e., in a regime of pure compression, the optimal w in (1.4) is w D 0. This happens because the minimisers of the problem (1.5) corresponding to D Id are not admissible for (1.4), since they do not satisfy the non-interpenetration constraint. Therefore the non-interpenetration constraints acts as a selection mechanism for the minimisers in (1.5).
Another important remark is that the limit energy describes a damaged material. Indeed, for a large class of matrices 2 M n n it turns out that f 0 . /ˆC W , and this means that the elastic moduli of the material are reduced by homogenization. Therefore the possible presence of microfractures at scale " translates into a damage of the material at a macroscopic scale.
In the supercritical regime,˛"
", the limit model, for H 1 0 . I R n /, is given by the functional
Therefore, the (possible) presence of cracks in the approximating problems has no effect in the limit. Indeed, in this case the "-energy highly penalises displacements having discontinuities, so that the limit material has the same elastic properties as the original one and no damage occurs.
We want to underline that in this regime the -limit is the same as if the noninterpenetration constraint were not imposed. The feature which makes this case mathematically different from the corresponding one in [21] is the lack of a lower semicontinuity result in SBD when no a priori bound on the L 1 -norm of the displacements is given. Hence, in order to prove the -convergence result for this scaling, we need a modified version of the proof of lower semicontinuity in SBD given in [6] , where the assumption of the equiboundedness of the L 1 -norm of the displacements is replaced by the assumption that the measure of the jump sets of the displacements goes to zero (see Lemma 7.2).
In the critical regime,˛" D ", the limit functional, for u 2 H 1 0 . I R n /, is
where the density f hom is defined for 2 M n n by the asymptotic cell problem
and the set Q I is the periodic set having I as periodicity cell, see (3.1). Notice that this is the only case where the cell formula involves both volume and surface terms. This is because, when˛" D ", the volume and the surface terms of F " have the same order. Moreover, the limit functional describes a damaged material, as shown in Lemma 6.4.
The fact that the critical scaling for the parameter˛" is " is supported by several results in fracture mechanics (see, e.g., [23] ). In particular, Braides and Truskinovsky [9] have recently proved that, starting from a purely atomistic model where " is the lattice spacing and the interactions between neighbouring atoms are described by Lennard-Jones-like potentials, the limiting continuous model is given by the Mumford-Shah functional, where the measure of the discontinuity set is weighted by the parameter ".
The plan of the paper is the following. In Sections 2 and 3 we define the mathematical setting of the problem and introduce the energy functional. In Section 4 we show that the limit functional obtained via -convergence admits an integral representation, while Sections 5-7 are devoted to the description of the limit functionals in the subcritical, critical and supercritical cases.
Preliminaries
In this section we collect some definitions and results that will be widely used throughout the paper. In order to make precise the mathematical setting, we recall some properties of rectifiable sets and we include a brief presentation of the spaces SBV and SBD. We refer the reader to [3] and to [22] for further details.
A set R n is rectifiable if there exists N 0 with H n 1 .N 0 / D 0, and a sequence .M i / i2N of C 1 -submanifolds of R n such that
For every x 2 n N 0 we denote the normal to at x by M i .x/. It turns out that the normal is well defined (up to the sign) for H n 1 -a.e. x 2 .
SBV functions. Let U R n be an open bounded set with Lipschitz boundary. We define SBV.U / as the set of functions u 2 L 1 .U / such that the distributional derivative Du is a Radon measure which, for every open set A U , can be represented as
where ru is the approximate differential of u, S u is the jump set of u (which is a rectifiable set), u .x/ is the normal to S u at x, and OEu.x/ is the jump of u at x. For every p 2 1; C1OE we set
If u 2 SBV.U / and U is rectifiable and oriented by a normal vector field , then we can define the traces u C and u of u on , which are characterized by the relations
where Bṙ .x/ WD ¹y 2 B r .x/ W .y x/ ? 0º and B r .x/ is the open ball with radius r and center x. BD functions. Let U R n be an open bounded set with Lipschitz boundary. We define BD.U / as the set of functions u 2 L 1 .U I R n / such that the symmetric part of the distributional derivative Du is a bounded Radon measure. We denote with Eu the symmetric part of Du, i.e.,
We can split the symmetric gradient into its absolutely continuous, jump and Cantor parts with respect to the Lebesgue measure, as
Sections of BD functions. Let U R n be an open bounded set with Lipschitz boundary, u 2 BD.U /, and let 2 S n 1 . We denote by the hyperplane orthogonal to passing through the origin and by U the orthogonal projection of U on . Let y 2 R n ; the section of U corresponding to y is denoted by U y , that is, U y WD ¹t 2 R W y C t 2 U º. We can define the section u y W U y ! R as u y .t / WD u.y C t / , for every t 2 U y . Then, it holds: (i) for H n 1 -a.e. y 2 U the function u y belongs to BV.U y /;
SBD.U / functions. We say that a function u 2 BD.U / belongs to SBD.U / if Eu is a Radon measure that for every open set A U can be represented as
where J u is the jump set of u (which is a rectifiable set), u .x/ is the normal to J u at x, and OEu.x/ is the jump of u at x. We have that if u 2 SBD.U /, then its sections are in SBV.U y / for every ¤ 0 and for H n 1 -a.e. y 2 U . We set, for every p 21; C1OE,
Finally, we denote by SBD p 0 .U / the space
Formulation of the problem
Let n 2 and let R n be a bounded open set. We assume for simplicity that @ is C 2 , although this condition may be weakened. Let " > 0; we consider the periodic structure in R n generated by an "-homothetic of the basic cell Q WD .0; 1/ n . For notational brevity we will use the superscript " to denote the "-homothetic of any domain so that, in particular, Q " WD " Q. For every 0 < % < 1 2 we denote with Q % the cube concentric with Q and with side 1 2%, i.e., Q % WD .%; 1 %/ n . Let 0 < ı < 1 2 be fixed; we assume that every periodicity cell Q " has a brittle inclusion of the form "I , where I Â Q ı is a finite union of disjoint sets given by the closure of domains with Lipschitz boundary. To make the computations more explicit, in some of the results presented in the paper we will choose I D Q ı . We define the periodic set Q I generated by the inclusion I , i.e.,
and the subsets I."/; ."/ , representing the brittle inclusions in and the unbreakable part of the material, respectively, i.e.,
."/ WD n I."/:
Notice that we can split the boundary of ."/ as @ ."/ D ."/ [ S."/, where
Let C D .C ij kl / be the elasticity tensor, considered as a symmetric positive definite linear operator from M n n sym into itself. It turns out that there exists two constants 0 < # m Ä # M such that for any 2 M n n sym , it holds
where W Á D trace. Á T / D P ij ij Á ij and j j 2 D W is the standard Euclidean norm. Clearly, the tensor C is symmetric with respect to any interchange of indices, that is,
The analysis developed in the present paper can be extended to more general measurable and Q-periodic functions C. Therefore, in particular, it covers the case of C being constant in I and in Q n I , but with different constant values. To every displacement u 2 SBD 2 0 . / we associate the energy
where g˛W R n R n S n 1 ! OE0; C1 is defined as g˛.y; z; / D´˛i f y 2 Q I and z 0; C1 otherwise; and˛is a positive parameter. Owing to the Q-periodicity of g˛in the first variable, the function
The volume term in the expression of F " represents the elastic energy, while the surface integral describes the energy needed to open a crack. More precisely, the density g˛forces the deformation u to have a jump set contained in the fragile part of the material and the lips of the fracture to avoid interpenetration. We assume as in [21] that˛D˛" depends on " and goes to zero as " ! 0 and we analyse the asymptotic behaviour of the functional F " in the cases˛" " (subcritical regime),˛" " (critical regime), and˛" " (supercritical regime). For the purposes of our analysis, it is convenient to rewrite the functional as follows
Before treating the different cases we have just described, we state a Korn inequality for perforated domains, together with an extension result that will be often used in the following. For the proof we refer to [20, Theorem 4.5, Theorem 4.2], respectively.
Definition 3.1. Let ! be an unbounded domain of R n with a Q-periodic structure, where Q WD .0; 1/ n . Assume that the cell of periodicity ! \ Q is a domain with a Lipschitz boundary. Given a bounded open set R n and a positive parameter " > 0, we set ."/ WD \ " !. Moreover, we set ."/ WD @ \ " !. We define the space H 1 . ."/; ."/I R n / as
Theorem 3.2. For any vector-valued function u 2 H 1 . ."/; ."/I R n / the inequality
is valid, where k > 0 is a constant independent of u and ". 
for any u 2 H 1 . ."/; ."/I R n /, where the constants
Integral representation of the -limit
In this section we will prove a -convergence result for the functionals F " , together with a characterisation of the -limit via an integral representation. The arguments used in the proof are independent of the rate of convergence to zero of˛" with respect to ", so in this section we do not need to treat the three cases separately. Moreover, we prove that the limit energy is finite only on the space of H 1 -functions, meaning that in the limit discontinuous displacements are no longer admissible. Nevertheless, a careful analysis of the limit energy density will show that, in some regimes, the material is damaged (see Sections 5-7).
We first show that the functional
where
/ is the fourth order tensor with constant coefficients given by the solution of the cell problem
for 2 M n n sym . Then it holds
Proof. Let u 2 L 2 . I R n / and let .u " / be a sequence converging to u strongly in L 2 and such that
where ."/ is defined as in (3.2), and a is a Q-periodic function given by a.y/ D´0 for y 2 I; 1 for y 2 Q n I:
It is well known that the sequence .G " / -converges (with respect to the strong topology of L 2 ) to the functional G defined in (4.1). For further details we refer to [13] and [20] . We are going to prove that G " evaluated on a suitable extension of u " provides a lower bound for F " .u " /, from which the claim follows.
Since
with dist. ; @ 0 / > 1 and let us denote with O u " 2 H 1 0 . 0 I R n / the extension of u " , whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 3.3. The quoted theorem also ensures that the sequence
Hence, by the Korn inequality we deduce that O u " is equibounded in H 1 0 . 0 I R n /. We denote by O u its weak limit in H 1 . We claim that u D O u a.e. in . This follows by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, as
where # > 0 is the -weak limit of a. " / in L 1 . /. Therefore, from the previous expression we conclude immediately that u D O u a.e. on . Moreover, since by the properties of the extension
from which we deduce the bound (4.2).
We now prove that the sequence .F " / admits a -convergence subsequence. This will be done by proving that the functionals F " satisfy a technical estimate (see Theorem 4.7). We first need to introduce some definitions and results that will be used in the following. For further references see [14] .
be a sequence of functionals, where the space L 2 . I R n / is endowed with the distance induced by the norm. Define the functionals G 0 and G 00 as follows:
we define its inner regularisation as
Observe that if G is increasing, then also G is increasing.
Definition 4.5. We say that a sequence .G " / is -convergent to a functional G whenever
We have the following general compactness theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Every sequence of increasing functionals has a -convergent subsequence.
Since for every " > 0 the functional F " is increasing, we deduce by Theorem 4.6 that there exists a -convergent subsequence in L 2 . In order to pass from -to -convergence a crucial step is to show that the functionals F " satisfy the so-called fundamental estimate. The latter can be seen as an approximated subadditivity of F " , and it is essential in proving that the limit functional is a measure. As a first step, we localise the sequence .F " /; that is, for every u 2 L 2 . I R n / and for every open set A 2 A. / we define 
We can finally state our -convergence result for a subsequence of .F " /. 
in the strong L 2 -topology. Moreover, for every u 2 L 2 . I R n /, the set function F .u; / is the restriction to A. / of a Borel measure on .
Proof. Since for every " > 0 the functional F " is increasing, we deduce by Theorem 4.6 that there exists a subsequence
We put a superscript in order to underline that the limit functional may depend on the subsequence. Now we define the nonnegative increasing functional K W L 2 . I R n / A. / ! OE0; C1 as
Clearly, K is a measure with respect to A. Moreover, by (3.4) we have that 0 Ä F ."/ Ä # M K for every " > 0 and by Theorem 4.7 the fundamental estimate holds uniformly for the subsequence .F ."/ /. Therefore, we can proceed as in [14, Proposition 18 .6] and we obtain that
for every u 2 L 2 . I R n / and for every A 2 A. / such that K.u; A/ < C1. Fix A 2 A. /. We observe that from Theorem 4.1 we have the bound F 0 . ; A/ # m G . ; A/, where we have localised the functional G defined in (4.1) as in (4.4) . Notice that, by definition,
Hence we deduce that F . ; A/ # m G . ; A/. This entails in particular that the -limit of F ."/ . ; A/ is finite only on H 1 .AI R n /, which is the same domain where K. ; A/ is finite, and is given by F . ; A/. This proves the stated convergence for the subsequence .F ."/ /. Finally, F " .u; / is the restriction to A. / of a Borel measure on . Then, by Theorem 4.7 and [14, Theorem 18.5] we have that for every u 2 L 2 . I R n / the set function F .u; / is the restriction to A. / of a Borel measure on .
We now show general properties for the -limit of F " , even if, so far, we have only proved the convergence of a subsequence. The fact that the whole sequence .F " / converges will follow from the characterization of the -limit, which will depend only on the symmetric gradient of the deformation and not on the subsequence ."/. This will be done separately for the different regimes in Theorems 5.1, 6.2, 7.5, respectively. In the remaining part of this section we therefore assume that the whole sequence .F " / -converges to a functional that we call F , and we omit the superscript . Proof. Properties (a) and (c) follow from the fact that F . ; A/ is the -limit of the sequence F " . ; A/, while (b) comes from Theorem 4.8. For property (d) we can proceed as follows. Let u 2 H 1 0 . I R n /, A 2 A. / and consider a recovery sequence .u " / L 2 . I R n / \ SBD 2 .A/ satisfying the usual constraints for the jump set, converging to u strongly in L 2 . I R n / and such that .F " .u " ; A// converges to F .u; A/. Then .u " C a/ converges to u C a in L 2 . I R n / and
On the other hand,
Property (e) follows by the uniform bound (3.4) and by the lim infinequality, since
Next theorem shows that the functional F admits an integral representation.
Theorem 4.10.
There exists a unique quasi-convex function f W M n n ! OE0; C1OE with the following properties:
(ii) F .u; A/ D R A f .ru/dx for every A 2 A. / and for every u 2 H 1 .AI R n /.
Proof. Notice that the functional F satisfies all the assumptions of [14, Theorem 20.1], so by Lemma 4.9 the Carathéodory function f W M n n ! R defined as f .y; / WD lim sup
provides the integral representation
f .x; ru/dx for every A 2 A. / and for every u 2 L 2 . I R n / such that u jA 2 H 1 .AI R n /. Moreover the same theorem ensures that for a.e. x 2 the function f .x; / is quasi-convex on M n n and that 0 Ä f .x; / Ä # M j j 2 for a.e. x 2 R n and for every 2 M n n :
The fact that f is independent of the first variable can be proved in the usual way (see for instance [21, Theorem 5.4] ).
In the next sections we will use a slightly different notation for the -limit of the sequence .F " /. More precisely, it will be denoted by F 0 in the subcritical case, by F hom in the critical regime, and by F 1 in the supercritical case.
Subcritical regime: very brittle inclusions
In this section we shall analyse the subcritical case, where the fragility coefficient of the brittle inclusions in the material is much smaller than the size " of the periodic structure, i.e.,˛" " ! 0.
Cell formula
We localise the sequence .F " / given in (3.6) as in (4.4). Theorem 4.10 ensures that it admits a -convergence subsequence to a limit functional F 0 . We shall prove that the limit density can be characterized in terms of an asymptotic cell problem and that it is independent of the subsequence. More precisely, the limit energy density is the function f 0 W M n n ! OE0; C1/ defined as follows: Next theorem shows that the -limit of the sequence .F " / can be expressed in terms of the homogenization formula (5.1). The proof is a simple adaptation of the proof of [21, Theorem 5.6 ] and therefore will be omitted. Remark 5.2. The previous theorem implies in particular that in the subcritical regime the whole sequence .F " / -converges, since the formula for the limit energy density does not depend on the subsequence. Moreover, from the cell formula we deduce that the limit density function depends only on the symmetric part of its argument.
When the elasticity tensor C is isotropic and I D Q ı WD OEı; 1 ı n , 0 < ı < 1 2 , we can give a more explicit description of the density f 0 , as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Let C be of the special form C D 2 I C Id˝Id, ; > 0, and let f 0 be the corresponding limit density defined as in (5.1). Then it turns out that f 0 .Id/ ¤ f 0 . Id/.
Proof. By the assumption on C we have that, for every w 2
First of all, we can notice that f 0 .Id/ can be rewritten as We claim that the function w defined as
is a competitor for the minimisation problem in (5.2). Indeed, w x 2 SBD 
.x e i / > 0:
On the other hand, if O x 2 J w \ @Q i ı for some i , then
Therefore w is a competitor in (5.2), and we obtain by comparison that
Second step: f 0 . Id/ D 2 n C n 2 . In order to prove this relation it is more convenient to use the characterization of the density f 0 in the form (5.1). We are going to prove that w D 0 is a minimiser of (5.1), for D Id. To this aim, let v 2 SBD 2 # .Q/ be such that J v Q ı and OEv v 0 H n 1 -a.e. on J v . For Á 0 we define the function
We claim that for every admissible v. Let now v be an admissible competitor in the minimisation problem. Integrating by parts and using the periodicity assumption on v, we have
As v satisfies the non-interpenetration condition
and is arbitrary, from (5.5) follows (5.4), and the claim.
Remark 5.4.
As immediate corollary from the previous lemma we deduce that, in general, the limit density f 0 is not a quadratic form.
Remark 5.5 (Anisotropy of the limit energy).
We are going to show that the limit energy is not isotropic, in the case of an isotropic elasticity tensor C. Therefore the isotropy of the elastic energy is not preserved by homogenization. We recall that for the energy density f 0 being isotropic means that, for every 2 M n n f 0 . / D f 0 . R/ for every R 2 SO.n/: (5.6)
We will prove that, for the choice D Id, there exists a rotation R 0 2 SO.n/ such that the equality (5.6) is violated, i.e., such that
A fundamental step in this direction is the explicit expression of f 0 . Id/ provided by Lemma 5.3. We will prove (5.7) by showing that
Let 2 M n n sym be a diagonal matrix. We denote with . 1 ; : : : ; n / its eigenvalues. We will prove that the minimality of
Q ı and OEv v 0 H n 1 -a.e. on J v , and let Á 0. We define
Let us suppose that w D 0 is a minimiser in (5.1). Since the functional in (5.1) is convex, the minimality of w D 0 is equivalent to
for every admissible v, which is in turn equivalent to Z Q C W Ev dx 0 (5.9)
for every admissible v. Integrating by parts, the left-hand side in the previous expression becomes Z
for every admissible v. As v satisfies the non-interpenetration condition
and is arbitrary, we conclude that the quantities .2 i C P n kD1 k / are forced to be equal for every i and negative. This clearly implies that all the eigenvalues i of are equal and negative, i.e., is a negative multiple of the identity.
Therefore, choosing R 0 to be a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues i D˙1 (with at least a positive eigenvalue) and det R 0 D 1, (5.7) follows. 
Critical regime:˛" "
In this section we shall analyse the case in which the fragility coefficient of the inclusions in the material˛" is of the same order of the size " of the periodic structure. We can assume, without loss of generality, that˛" D ". The energy of the material is thus given by
Homogenization formula
We localise the sequence .F " / as in (4.4). Theorem 4.10 ensures that it admits a -convergence subsequence to a limit functional F hom . We shall prove that the limit density can be characterized in terms of an asymptotic cell problem and that it is independent of the subsequence. More precisely, the limit energy density is the function f hom W M n n ! OE0; C1/ defined as 
admits a limit as t ! C1. Notice that from this theorem we deduce that also in the critical case the whole sequence .F " / -converges, since the formula for the limit energy density does not depend on the subsequence. Moreover, we deduce that the limit density function depends only on the symmetric part of its argument.
Next lemma shows that the limit functional in the critical regime describes a damaged material. We restrict our attention to the isotropic case, i.e., C D 2 I C Id˝Id with ; > 0 and to I D Q ı D OEı; 1 ı n . Lemma 6.4. There exists 2 M n n such that f hom . /ˆC W .
Proof. Let us rewrite the limit energy density in the following way:
for every 2 M n n . Let 2 M n n and assume that there exists a constant c D .c 1 ; : : : ; c n / 2 R n with the property (5.12) as in Lemma 5.3. Let us restrict our attention to the case when in (6.2) t 2 N. The general case can be deduced in the same way. Then, it is easy to check that the function w defined as
and extended by periodicity in .0; t / n is a competitor in (6.2). Therefore, for the class of matrices defined by the condition (5.12) we have
Then, in order to prove the theorem it is sufficient to choose a matrix 2 M n n satisfying the property (5.12) and such that
In particular D ÄId with Ä 1 provides a possible choice.
Supercritical regime: stiffer inclusions
In this section we shall analyse the supercritical case, where the fragility coefficient " of the inclusions in the material is bigger than the size " of the periodic structure. Before studying this case, we state a technical lemma which will be used in the following. For the proof we refer to [21] .
Lemma 7.1. Let a h W ! R C be a sequence of measurable functions such that
it turns out that
In the following we present a proper modification of the argument used in [2] and in [6] to prove compactness and lower semicontinuity in SBD. We refer also to [10, Lemma 5.1] for a similar result. Lemma 7.2. Let U R n be an open set, let w 2 L 2 .U I R n / and let .w h / be a sequence converging to w strongly in L 2 . Assume that kEw h k L 2 .U IM n n / Ä c and that H n 1 .J w h / ! 0 as h ! C1. Then w 2 H 1 .U I R n / and
Proof. We can assume up to a subsequence that
First step: w 2 H 1 .U I R n /. Let 2 S n 1 , y 2 … and let us define for every h 2 N the sections .w h / y .t / WD w h .y C t / . It is well known that .w h / y 2 SBV 2 .U y / for H n 1 -almost every y 2 … . Moreover, since w h ! w strongly in L 2 , it follows that, up to subsequences,
Let us denote with N 1 the set such that .w h / y 2 SBV 2 .U y / and .w h / y ! w y strongly in L 2 for every y 2 … n N 1 . As we already noticed, H n 1 .N 1 / D 0. Let us define the set E h as
From the inequality
Let us denote with .E h.#/ / the projection of the set E h.#/ on … . From the definition it follows that .w h / y 2 H 1 .U y / for every y 2 .… n.E h.#/ / /nN 1 and for h h.#/. Moreover, the H 1 norm of .w h / y is equibounded. Indeed, using Fubini's theorem we can write Z
(7.1) and, as 2 S n 1 , we have Z
where the right-hand side is equibounded by assumption. Hence from (7.1) we obtain
Now, let w k.y/ be a subsequence (depending on y) of w h such that lim inf
The bound (7.3) guarantees that there exists a function v such that, up to a further subsequence w j.y/ w k.y/ , we have
for H n 1 -almost every y 2 … n .E h.#/ / . Since for H n 1 -almost every y 2 … the whole sequence .w h / y converges to w y strongly in L 2 , (7.5) implies that .w j.y/ / y * w y weakly in H 1 .U y /: (7.6) By the lower semicontinuity in H 1 and by (7.4) we obtain the inequality Z
valid for H n 1 -almost every y 2 .… n .E h.#/ / /. Integrating (7.7) with respect to y and using the Fatou lemma we get Z
Hence, by (7.3) we obtain Z
where the constant c is independent of #. Using the estimate (7.9), that w 2 L 2 .U I R n /, and that w y 2 H 1 .U y / for H n 1 -almost every y 2 … n .E h.#/ / , we conclude that w 2 H 1 .U I R n /. Indeed, let us define the sets E 1 and E 0 as
where the convergence in the definition of E 0 is almost everywhere with respect to the Hausdorff measure. From H n 1 .E h / Ä 1 h 2 and E hC1 E h , it turns out that
Now, since … n.E 1 / is contained in … n.E h / for h large enough, we have that w y 2 H 1 .U y / for H n 1 -almost every y 2 … n.E 1 / . Hence, as H n 1 .E 1 / D 0, we conclude that for H n 1 -almost every y 2 … the section w y 2 H 1 .U y /.
On the other hand, using the Monotone Convergence Theorem in (7.9), we have
At this point we can apply [3, Proposition 3 .105] to conclude that
and this holds for every . Using the identity
we conclude that Ew 2 L 2 .U I M n n /. Therefore, since w 2 L 2 .U I R n /, the Korn inequality ensures that w 2 H 1 .U I R n /.
Second step: convergence of the symmetric gradient.
Let us define, for a given scalar function v 2 L 2 .U /, the functional
Using (7.2) and the fact that v 2 L 2 .U /, we obtain the bound Z
The bound (7.3) guarantees that, up to a further subsequence w j.y/ w k.y/ ,
.w j.y/ / y * w y weakly in H 1 .U y / for H n 1 -almost every y 2 … n .E h.#/ / , and in particular
Hence, by the lower semicontinuity of the functional L y and by (7.12), we obtain
Integrating the previous expression with respect to y leads to Z
As w 2 H 1 .U I R n / we can pass to the limit as # ! 0 in the previous expression and we get Z
Since (7.13) holds true for every v 2 L 2 .U / we have that, for every 2 S n 1 ,
Now we consider a basis ¹ 1 ; : : : ; n º of R n such that i C j 2 S n 1 for every i ¤ j , and specify D i C j in (7.14). Then we have
and this concludes the proof.
In the next two lemmas we state some -convergence results that will be used in the proof of the main result of this section.
Lemma 7.3. Let us fix
Then the sequence .G h / -converges with respect to the strong topology of
Proof. The proof of the liminf inequality follows by applying the previous lemma with U D Q N ı and using the lower semicontinuity of the functionals, while the existence of the recovery sequence is immediate.
Then the sequence .G h ' h / -converges with respect to the strong topology of
Proof. First step: proof of compactness and liminf.
It remains to show that tr.w/ D ' on @Q N ı . From the bound G h ' h
.w h / Ä c it follows that the sequence .w h / is equibounded in H 1 .Q N ı n Q ı I R n /, and hence w h * w weakly in H 1 .Q N ı n Q ı I R n /. The compactness of the trace operator gives
On the other hand, by assumption,
gives a norm equivalent to the standard L 2 -norm, we have the desired convergence.
Finally we are ready to state and prove the convergence result for the functional F " in (3.6), in the supercritical regime˛" " ! 1. We define the functional F 1 W L 2 . I R n / ! OE0; C1 as
Next theorem shows that F 1 is the -limit of the sequence .F " / in the casę " ". 
Proof. Notice that (ii) trivially follows by taking u " D u for every " > 0, so that only (i) needs a proof.
(i) Let us write the domain as union of cubes of side ":
We denote by ¹Q " k º kD1;:::;N."/CN r ."/ an enumeration of the family of cubes ".QC h/ intersecting , so that Q " k for k 2 ¹1; : : : ; N."/º, and Q " k \ @ ¤ ; for k 2 ¹N."/ C 1; : : : ; N."/ C N r ."/º. In the same way we can define the sets ¹I " k º kD1;:::;N."/CN r ."/ . Notice that N."/ is of order 1=" n , while N r ."/ is of order 1=" n 1 .
We now classify the cubes Q " k , with k D 1; : : : ; N."/, according to the measure of the jump set that they contain. More precisely, letˇ> 0 be a parameter that will be specified later; we say that a cube Q " k is bad whenever H n 1 .J u " \Q Let 0 , G " and . O u " / be defined as in Theorem 4.1. Then
We also notice that, from the energy bound relative to the sequence .u " /, since in particular˛"H n 1 .J u " / Ä c, it follows that N b ."/ Ä c=.˛"" n 1 /.
Second step: energy estimate on good cubes. Let us fix k 2 ¹N b ."/ C 1; : : : ; N."/º and let us consider the localisation of the functional F " , relative to the set Q " k , i.e.,
Define the function v " in the unit cube Q k as u " ."y/ DW p˛" " v " .y/. In terms of v " , the energy (7.18) can be written as
with H n 1 .J v " \ Q k / Äˇ. Therefore, by means of a change of variables we reduced to the study of a Mumford-Shah like functional over a fixed domain, with some constraints on the jump set. From now on we will omit the subscript k. Let
We are going to replace the function v " with a new function O v " solving a suitable minimisation problem in the inner square Q N ı and agreeing with v " in Q n Q N ı . As first step we find local minimisers of the Mumford-Shah functional in Q N ı under the previously introduced constraints for the jump set, where, according to the definition given in [15] , local minimality is intended with respect to all perturbations with compact support. More precisely, we analyse the following problem:
Let us denote by Mˇthe class of solutions of (LMin). For a given O v 2 Mˇ, let us consider the function
We want to prove that for every Á > 0 there existsˇ> 0 such that for every O v 2 Mˇand for the corresponding Q v we have Z
We will prove (7.20) by contradiction. Suppose, for contradiction, that there exists Á > 0 such that for everyˇ> 0 we can find O v 2 Mˇand a corresponding Q v for which Z 
we can split the previous integrals and, using the
Since the problem defining Q v h is linear, we can normalize the left-hand side of (7.23), so that At this point, let us consider the following problems:
(Eul) ' Clearly, Q v h is the solution to (Eul) ' h for every h. Let us call Q v the solution to (Eul) ' . From (7.29) it turns out that Q v h ! Q v strongly in H 1 .Q N ı I R n /, hence,
We notice that the functions O v h are absolute minimisers for the functional G h ' h defined in (7.15) , by definition of local minimality. Therefore Lemma 7.4 ensures the L 2 convergence of . O v h / to the only minimiser of the functional G ' , that is exactly Q v, and the convergence of the energies. Now, if we let h ! C1 in (7.24) we obtain
We extend the sequence .u " / to 0 simply setting u " D 0 in 0 n . Notice that, since by assumption tr.u " / D 0 on @ , this trivial extension does not introduce any additional jump set. Let From what we proved in the previous steps we can write
" .x/ CEw " W Ew " dx: (7. 35)
It remains to apply Lemma 7.1 to (7.35) . First of all we show the convergence of a " . We have
hence a " ! 1 strongly in L 1 . 0 /. Once we prove that w " * u weakly in H 1 . 0 I R n / and that u j 2 H 1 0 . I R n /, as u D 0 in 0 n , it turns out that lim inf
and the thesis follows letting Á converge to zero.
Fifth step: convergence of w " . First of all it is clear that the sequence .w " / H 1 . 0 I R n / converges weakly in H 1 , as kEw " k .L 2 . 0 // n n Ä c. Let us denote by w its weak limit; the fact that u D v a.e. on follows from a similar argument to the one used in the proof of Lemma 4.1. Moreover, since w " 2 H 1 0 . 0 I R n / for every 0 0 , then u 2 H 1 0 . I R n /.
